High-Quality Smart Cap Heat Press Machine
Item Code: HTM-115TM

FOB Price:

$490/set

Mini Order:

5 packs

Shipping Weight:
Average Rating:

28.6lb (13kg)

Inquire Now

Overview

Description:
This kind of cap digital heat transfer machine adopts advanced technology thus has a good effect of transferring. Integrated electric
control system makes it easy to adjust and convenient to maintain. The machine has delicate outer appearance with fine workmanship
and it's durable and smart.
Applications:
It is widely used in transferring pictures, words, flowers onto all kinds of caps. It can also transfer paper and textile with small heating
area.
Features:
. Digital control by the SCM program ensures the high precision and sensitivity.
. Count automatically and it will alarm when the temperature goes higher than the one you set.
. The change between Centigrade and Fahrenheit is available.
. Detection of the line-break by the sensor.
. Heating temperature and time could be set randomly.
. Automatically controlled constant temperature.
. Integrated electric control system for adjusting easily and maintaining conveniently.
. Fashional outlook, easy and safe to operate.
Notice: Color of the machine is variable, and the color is random according to the ones in stock when you buy the machine.
Certainly, you can choose the color we have made but need time to finish if it's not in stock. Also, you can customize the color
you like but need extra cost and large order.

Guarantee & Aftersales Service
Comprehensive guarantee for one year except the wearing parts.
24-hour technical support by email or calling.
User-friendly English manual for machinary using.

Details
400

Power
Working Size

170*80mm

Specifications
Specifications:
Voltage (V):220
Power (W):400
N.W. (kg): 11.8
G.W. (kg): 13
Specification (cm): 17*8
Packing Size (cm):62.5*37.5*52
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